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Abstract	
	

Time	series	data	(TS)	is	a	type	of	data	that	is	collected	according	to	the	order	of	time	
within	a	certain	 time	span.	Time	Series	data	analysis	 is	one	of	 the	statistical	procedures	
applied	to	predict	the	probability	structure	of	future	conditions	for	decision	making.	FTS	
(FTS)	 is	 a	 data	 forecasting	 method	 that	 uses	 fuzzy	 principles	 as	 its	 basis.	 Forecasting	
systems	with	FTS	capture	patterns	from	past	data	and	then	use	them	to	project	future	data.	
FTS	Markov	Chain	 is	a	new	concept	 that	was	 first	proposed	by	Tsaur,	 in	his	 research	 to	
analyze	the	accuracy	of	the	prediction	of	the	Taiwan	currency	exchange	rate	with	the	US	
dollar.	In	his	research,	Tsaur	combines	the	FTS	method	with	Markov	Chain,	The	merger	aims	
to	obtain	the	greatest	probability	using	a	transition	probability	matrix.	The	results	obtained	
from	this	research	are	tests	with	the	best	number	of	presentation	values	from	FTS	Markov	
Chain	with	FTS,	resulting	in	different	accuracy	values	depending	on	the	two	methods.	The	
best	accuracy	performance	is	obtained	by	the	Markov	Chain	FTS	method	with	an	error	value	
of	1.6%	and	an	accuracy	value	of	98.4%	and	for	FTS	with	an	error	value	of	7.4%	and	an	
accuracy	value	of	92.6%.	produce	different	accuracy	values	depending	on	the	two	methods.	
The	best	accuracy	performance	is	obtained	by	the	Markov	Chain	FTS	method	with	an	error	
value	of	1.6%	and	an	accuracy	value	of	98.4%	and	for	FTS	with	an	error	value	of	7.4%	and	
an	 accuracy	 value	 of	 92.6%.	 produce	 different	 accuracy	 values	 depending	 on	 the	 two	
methods.	The	best	accuracy	performance	is	obtained	by	the	Markov	Chain	FTS	method	with	
an	error	value	of	1.6%	and	an	accuracy	value	of	98.4%	and	for	FTS	with	an	error	value	of	
7.4%	and	an	accuracy	value	of	92.6%.	
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1. INTRODUCTION	

South	Kalimantan	is	located	in	an	area	with	rainfall	which	is	influenced	by	
wet	and	dry	months.	Wet	month	where	the	rainfall	is	more	than	100	mm,	while	the	
dry	month	 is	 a	month	where	 the	 rainfall	 is	 less	 than	 60	mm.	 If	 there	 is	 rainfall	
between	60	mm	-	100	mm	then	the	rainfall	is	in	a	humid	month.	Serious	impacts	of	
climate	 change	 faced	by	 the	 South	Kalimantan	 region	 include	 changes	 in	 rainfall	
patterns,	 floods,	 droughts	 as	 well	 as	 sea	 level	 rise	 and	 changes	 in	 temperature.	
Changes	 in	 rainfall	 patterns	 will	 greatly	 affect	 the	 agriculture,	 plantation,	 and	
fisheries	sectors[1].	

Time	series	data	(TS)	may	be	a	style	of	information	that's	collected	in	keeping	
with	 the	 sequence	 of	 your	 time	 in	 an	 exceedingly	 bound	 time	 span.	 statistic	
information	analysis	is	one	amongst	the	applied	mathematics	procedures	applied	to	
predict	the	chance	structure	of	future	conditions	for	higher	cognitive	process.	Fuzzy	
statistic	(FTS)	may	be	a	information	prediction	methodology	that	uses	fuzzy	
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principles	as	a	basis.	prediction	systems	with	 fuzzy	times	series	capture	patterns	
from	past	information	so	use	them	to	project	future	information.	A	fuzzy	set	may	be	
outlined	as	a	category	of	numbers	with	imprecise	boundaries.	The	values	employed	
in	 prediction	 fuzzy	 statistic	 ar	 fuzzy	 sets	 of	 real	 numbers	 over	 a	 planned	 set	 of	
universes[2].	

FTS	Markov	Chain	is	a	new	concept	that	was	first	proposed	by	Tsaur,	in	his	
analysis	to	research	the	accuracy	of	the	prediction	of	the	Taiwan	currency	rate	of	
exchange	 with	 the	 US	 dollar.	 In	 his	 analysis,	 Tsaur	 combines	 the	 fuzzy	 statistic	
technique	with	Markov	Chain,	 the	merger	aims	to	get	 the	most	 important	chance	
employing	a	transition	chance	matrix	[4].	

Based	on	the	outline	on	top	of,	 the	authors	have	an	 interest	 in	conducting	
analysis	 on	 Comparative	 Analysis	 of	 Fuzzy	 Time	 Series	 and	 FTS	 Markov	 Chain	
Methods	in	South	Kalimantan	Regional	Rainfall	Forecasting.	
	
2. RESEARCH	PROCEDURE	

The	research	procedures	carried	out	in	this	study	are	as	follows:	

Figure	1.	Research	Flow	

	
2.1 Training	Data	

Training	data	is	data	used	to	train	the	method	that	will	be	used	in	prediction.	
Data	collection	was	obtained	 through	 the	official	website	of	 the	Central	Statistics	
Agency	of	South	Kalimantan	Province.	In	this	study,	75%	of	rainfall	data	will	be	used	
starting	from	2003	–	2011	in	South	Kalimantan.	
	
2.2 Fuzzy	Time	Series	

The steps used to get the results of the Markov chain FTS method are the same as 
the steps in the FTS[3] 
2.2.1 Determining	the	Universal	Set	
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Define	the	universal	set	𝑈,	with	𝑈	is	historical	information.	when	measure	the	

universe	set,	the	base	and	most	data	from	the	given	recorded	data	will	be	will	be	data.	

basically	the	universe	set	𝑈	are	often	outlined	with	[𝑈𝑚𝑖𝑛;𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥]	=	[𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛	-	

𝐷1;𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥	+	𝐷2]	where𝐷1	and	𝐷2	could	be	a	corresponding	positive	range.	

2.2.2 Dividing	the	Universal	Set	
Divide	the	set	of	universes	𝑈	into	elements	with	intervals	(𝑛)	that	is	that	the	

same	by	mistreatment	the	subsequent	Sturges	equation:	

𝑛	=	1	+	3.322	log	𝑁	

With	𝑁	 is	 a	 lot	of	 authentic	 information.	The	distinction	between	 two	successive	

spans	can	be	characterized	by	𝑙	as	follows	:	

𝑙	=	𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥-𝑈𝑚𝑖𝑛	𝑛	=	[(𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥+𝐷2)−(𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛-𝐷1)]	𝑛	

Then	each	interval	is	obtained,	namely:	
	

	
2.2.3 Determining	the	Fuzzy	Set	

Determine	the	fuzzy	set	for	the	entire	universe	set𝑈.	Every	fuzzy	set	𝐴𝑖d	asdsads(𝑖asdsads= asdsads1,	

asdsads2, asdsads	3,a	sdsads…, asdsads	𝑛)	isasdsadsdefinedasdsadsin	terms	ofasdsads𝑛asdsadsintervals,	that	isasds	ads𝑢1 asdsads= asdsads			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	[𝑑1asdsads; asdsads𝑑2], asdsads	𝑢2asdsads=asdsads			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	[𝑑2 asdsads; asds	ads	𝑑3],	

asdsads𝑢3asdsads	=asds	ads												[𝑑3asds	ads; asdsads𝑑4],asds	ads...,asdsads𝑢𝑛asds	ads=asds	ads												[𝑑𝑛asdsads; asds	ads𝑑𝑛asdsads+ asdsads1].	Fuzzy	setasds	ads𝐴𝑖	can	be	obtained	through:	
𝐴
𝑖=	∑𝑛	 𝜇𝑖𝑗	

𝑗=1𝜇𝑖𝑗	
With	μ𝑖𝑗	is	the	level	of	enrollment	which	can	be	resolved	as	follows	

1	 ;	𝑖	=	𝑙	
𝜇	=	 {0.5	 ;	𝑗	=	𝑖	−	1	𝑜𝑟	𝑖	=	𝑗	−	1	

0	 ;	𝑒𝑡𝑐	
	
The	equation	can	be	explained	by	several	rules,	namely:	

1. If	historical	data	𝑌	𝑗	is	𝑢𝑖	then	the	degree	of	membership	𝑢𝑖	is	1,	𝑢𝑖+1	is	0.5,	and	

for	others	is	0.	

2. If	historical	data	𝑌	𝑗	is	𝑢𝑖	with	1	<	𝑖	<	𝑛	then	the	degree	of	membership	𝑢𝑖	is	1,	

𝑢𝑖+1	is	0.5,	and	for	others	is	0.	

3. If	historical	data	𝑌	𝑗	is	𝑢𝑛	then	the	degree	of	membership	𝑢𝑛	is	1,	𝑢𝑖+1	is	0.5,	and	

for	others	is	0.	
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Therefore,	based	on	the	equation,	the	fuzzy	set	of asds	ads														𝐴1, asds	ads𝐴2, asdsads														…,asdsads														𝐴𝑛	can	be asdsads														defined asdsads	

as asdsads												follows:	
	

2.2.4 Determining Fuzzification of Historical Data. 
This progression expects to track down the proper fluffy set for every 

information.. 

2.2.5 Determining	FLR	and	FLRG	
2.2.6 Calculating	the	Forecasted	Output	Value	

If 𝐹(𝑡	1) = 𝐴𝑗, forecasting from 𝐹(𝑡) can be determined by the following basic 

rules: 

Rulesdsads	1sdsads: sds	adsIf	thesdsads	FLRGsdsadsofsds	ads𝐴𝑗sdsadsissdsadsthat	thesds	adsempty	set	(𝐴𝑗	→	∅),	then	the	prediction	

of	𝐹(𝑡)	is	𝑚𝑗,	wherever	is	that	the	center	of	the	interval	𝑢𝑗	is	

𝐹(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑗	

Rulesdsads	2: sdsadsIfsdsadsFLRGsdsadsofsdsads𝐴𝑗sdsadsis	asds	adsonesdsads-sdsadstosds	ads-sdsadsonesdsadssetsdsads												(𝐴𝑗sdsads→sdsads𝐴𝑘,𝑗,𝑘	=	1,2,…,𝑛),	then	the	
prediction	of	𝐹(𝑡)	is	𝑚𝑘,	wherever	is	that	the	center	of	the	interval	𝑢𝑘	is	

𝐹(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑘	

Rule	3:	 If	FLRG	of𝐴𝑗	may	be	asds	adsonesdsads-sdsadstosds	ads-sdsadsmany	set	 (𝐴𝑗sdsads→sdsads𝐴1, sdsads𝐴3, sdsads𝐴5, sdsads𝑗sdsads=sds	ads1, sdsads2,	
sdsads…,sdsads	𝑛), sdsadsthen	the	prediction	of	𝐹(𝑡)	 is	𝑚1,𝑚2,𝑚3,	wherever	 is	that	the	center	of	the	
interval	𝑢1,𝑢3,𝑢5	is	

𝐹(𝑡) = (𝑚1+ 𝑚3+ 𝑚5)/3 
 
2.3 Markov	Chain	

Markov	analysis	is	a	technique	of	analyzing	this	behavior	of	many	variables,	
with	 the	 aim	of	 predicting	 traveller	 behavior	 towards	 elector	 transfer.	 Thus,	 the	
Markov	process	 can	explain	 the	movements	of	many	variables	 in	 an	 exceedingly	
amount	of	your	time	within	the	future	supported	the	movements	of	those	variables	
within	the	present[3].	
	
2.4 FTS	Markov	Chain	

In	every	FLRG	of	FTS,	there's	a	relationship	between	2	states	referred	to	as	
the	present	state	and	therefore	the	next	state.	the	present	state	is	that	the	worth	that	
may	 be	 calculated	 because	 the	 forecast	 worth.	 whereas	 future	 satay	 is	 that	 the	
knowledge	 that's	 used	 as	 a	 condition	 to	 get	 the	 worth	 within	 the	 current	 state.	
Therefore,	the	connection	between	the	present	state	and	therefore	the	next	state	in	
every	of	those	FLRGs	may	be	thought	of	as	a	conditional	method	that	is	in	line	with	
the	essential	principles	of	the	Markov	chain	method.	Markov	chain	is	a	stochastic	
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process,	wherever	future	events	solely	rely	on	today's	events	and	don't	rely	on	past	
conditions.	the	connection	between	the	FTS	and Markov	Chain	forecasting	methods	
was	 first	 used	 by[3]	with	 the	 subject	 of	 prediction	 the	 worth	 of	 the	 Taiwanese	
currency	 against	 the	 USA	 dollar.	 The	 steps	 of	 this	 model	 in	 steps	 one	 to	 six	 ar	
constant	because	the	Fuzzy	statistic	(FTS) sdsadsmodel.	However, sdsadsthe	distinction sdsadsbetween	
thesdsadsFTSsdsadsmodelsdsadsandsds	adsthereforesdsads	thesds	adsFTSsdsads-sdsads	MarkovsdsadsChainsds	adsissdsadsinsdsadssteps			six			to			8			[4].			The	
following	is	an	explanation	of	steps	6	to	8	of	the	FTS-Markov	Chain	
	
2.4.1 Calculating	Initial	Forecasting	Output	

In			the			timesdsadsseriessdsads	data,			the			FuzzysdsadsLogicalsdsadsRelationshipsdsadsGroupsdsads																																(FLRG)	 sdsadsis	
employed			to			getsds	adsthesds	adschance			of			successive			state,			so			a			transition			matrix			for	
mathematician	is	obtained	with	the	size	of	the	transition	matrix,	specifically	n	×	𝑛.	
moreover,	the	worth	of	the	chance	matrix	that	has	been	obtained	is	calculated	by	the	
subsequent	rules:	

Rulesdsads	1:		 sdsadsIf				thesds	adsFLRGsds	adsofsdsads𝐴𝑗sdsadsissdsadsthat			 the				empty			 set			 (𝐴𝑗				→			∅),			 then				the	
prognostication	of	𝐹(𝑡)	is	𝑚𝑗,	wherever	is	that	the	center	of	the	interval	𝑢𝑗	is	

𝐹(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑗	
	

Rule	2:	If	FLRG	of	𝐴𝑗	may	be	a	matched	set	(𝐴𝑗sdsads→sdsads𝐴𝑙) sdsadswithsdsads𝑃𝑗𝑘sdsads	=sdsadszerosdsadsandsdsads𝑃𝑗𝑙	
=	one, sds	ads𝑘sdsads≠ sdsads𝑙),	then	the	prognostication	of	𝐹(𝑡)	is	𝑚𝑙,	wherever	is	that	the	center	of	
the	interval	𝑢𝑘	is	

𝐹(𝑡)	=	𝑚𝑙𝑝𝑗𝑙	=	𝑚𝑙	
	

Rule		3:		If		FLRG		of𝐴𝑗		may		be		asdsadsonesds	ads-sdsadsto sdsads-sdsadsmanysdsadssetsdsads																					(𝐴𝑗sdsads→sds	ads𝐴1, sds	ads𝐴2, sdsads	…,𝐴𝑛, sdsads𝑗		=	
1,2,…,𝑛),	if	the	information	set	𝑌(𝑡	1)	at	the	instant	the	instant	that	is	in	state	𝐴𝑗,	then	
the	prognostication	of	𝐹(𝑡)	is	as	follows:	
	

	
With	𝑚1,	𝑚2,…,𝑚𝑗1,	𝑚𝑗	+1,…,𝑚𝑛	is	that	the	center	of	𝑢1,𝑢2,…,𝑢𝑗1,𝑢𝑗+1,…,𝑢𝑛	and	𝑚𝑗	
substituted	for	𝑌(−1)	so	as	to	get	data	from	the	state	𝐴𝑗	moment	𝑡1.	

2.4.2 Completing	the	Forecasting	Value	Trend	
In	 time	 series	 tests,	 enormous	 examples	 square	 measure	 persistently	

required.	Consequently,	the	little	example	size	once	sculptural	with	the	FTS-Markov	
Chain	model	consistently	winds	up	in	a	one-sided	Markov	chain	framework,	and	a	
couple	 of	 changes	 to	 estimate	 esteems	 square	measure	 prescribed	 to	 survey	 the	
gauge	mistake.	

The	adjustment	rules	for	prognostication	values	square	measure	delineated	
as	follows:	

Ruledsads1ds	ads:	dsadsIfdsadsstatedsads𝐴𝑗dsadscommunicate		withdsads𝐴𝑗,	dsadsstartingdsadsfromdsadsstatedsads𝐴𝑗		When		𝑡1dsads	asdsads𝐹(𝑡dsads1)	
dsads=dsads𝐴𝑗dsadsanddsadsthere's		ads	adstransition dsadsupdsadstodsadsstatedsads𝐴𝑗		once		once,		(𝑖dsads<dsads𝑗),	dsads	thendsadsthedsadsadjustment	
worth	worth	outlineddsadsas:	
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𝑙	
𝐷𝑡1 dsads													=	 dsads(		 )	

2	

Ruledsads2:	 ds	adsIfds	adsstateds	ads𝐴𝑗		 communicate		withdsads	𝐴𝑗,	 dsadsstartingdsadsfromdsadsstatedsads𝐴𝑗dsadsWhen		 𝑡dsads1dsadsasdsads	𝐹(𝑡dsads1)	
dsads=dsads𝐴𝑗dsadsanddsadsthere's	ads	adstransition	all	 the	way	down	 to	all	 the	way	down	 to	all	 the	way	
down	to,	(𝑖	>	𝑗),	then	the	adjustment	worth	worth	outlined	as:	

𝑙	
𝐷𝑡1	=	−	(	 )	

2	

Ruledsads3ds	ads:		dsads	Ifdsadsstatedsads𝐴𝑗dsadsWhendsads𝑡dsads1dsadsasdsads𝐹(𝑡dsads1)		ds	ads=dsad	s𝐴𝑗dsadsanddsadstheredsadsisdsadsads	adsforwarddsadstransition dsadstodsadsstate	
𝐴𝑗dsads+dsads𝑠dsadsonce,	(1𝑠dsads≤ds	ads𝑛dsads-ds	ads𝑗),dsadsthen	the	adjustment	worth	worth	outlined	as:	

𝑙	
𝐷𝑡2	=	(	 )	𝑠,	(𝑖	≤	𝑠	≤	𝑛	−	1)	2	

Wheredsadssdsadsisdsadsthedsadsnumberdsadsofdsadsdisplacements	of	the	forwarddsads	transition.	

Ruledsads4:	dsads	Ifdsadsstateds	ads𝐴𝑗dsadsWhendsads𝑡dsads1dsads	asdsads𝐹(𝑡dsads1)	dsads=dsads𝐴𝑗dsadsanddsadstheredsadsisdsadsads	adsbackwarddsadstransition dsadstodsadsstate	
𝐴𝑗dsads-dsads𝑣dsadsonce,dsads												(1dsads𝑣dsads													≤dsads𝑛ds	ads-dsads𝑗),dsadsthendsadstheds	adsadjustmentdsadsworthdsadsoutlineddsadsas:	

𝑙	
𝐷𝑡2	=	−	(	 )	𝑣,	(𝑖	≤	𝑣	≤	𝑗)	

2	

Where	v	is	the	number	of	reverse	transition	displacements.	

	
2.5 Error	Calculation	

Error	calculation	is	a	way	to	determine	the	accuracy	of	the	model	that	has	
been	 obtained.	 By	 calculative	 this	 error,	 it	 are	 often	 seen	 however	 correct	 the	
foretelling	knowledge	from	the	model	has	been	with	the	particular	knowledge.	For	
the	utilization	of	 foretelling	techniques	with	the	 littlest	error	rate	 is	that	the	best	
foretelling	technique.	One	methodology	of	calculative	this	error	is	to	use	the	Mean	
Absolute	proportion	Error	(MAPE)	and	Mean	Sqaure	Error	(MSE),	for	MAPE	itself	
are	often	obtained	by	the	subsequent	formula	[4]:	
	

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸	=	
	

Where : 

1	 𝑛	
∑	

𝑛	 𝑡=1	

|𝑌(𝑡)	−	𝐹′(𝑡)|	
	

	

𝑌(𝑡)	

	
𝑋	100%	

Y(t) = Actual Data 
F`(t) = Forecasting Data 

3. Results	and	Discussion	
3.1 Results	

The data used in this study is the rainfall data for the area of South Kalimantan 
from 2003 to 2014. Data collection was carried out by accessing the website of the Central 
Statistics Agency of South Kalimantan Province and obtained 144 monthly rainfall data 
every year. 
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Table	1.	Amount	of	Data	Obtained	

The	data	will	be	divided	into	75%	training	data	and	25%	testing	data.	The	
distribution	 started	 from	 January	 2003	 to	 December	 2011	 for	 training	 data	 and	
January	2012	to	December	2014	for	testing	data.	

Table	2.	Training	Data	

	
Table	3.	Testing	Data	
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3.1.1 FTS	Modeling	
Based	on	 the	 steps	 that	have	been	discussed	 in	 the	previous	 chapter,	 the	

following	results	are	obtained:	
1. U = [Dmin – D1, Dmax + D2]	

= [0 – 0, 1641,9+8,1] = [0,1650] 
Divide	the	universal	set	U	into	several	parts	based	on	intervals	with	the	
sturges	formula	as	follows	
n	 =	1	+	3.322	log	N	

=	1	+	3,322	logs	(144)	
=	8.170	≈	8	

2. Suppose U will be divided into 8 intervals, then the length of the interval is	
l = [1650−0]	= 206 

8	
3. The resulting 8 intervals in the division of the universal set U for each data 

are𝑢1,𝑢2,𝑢3,𝑢4, 𝑢5,𝑢6,𝑢7,𝑢8 with bulk values can be seen in the following 
table.	

Table 4. Grade Value 

 
Then	the	calculation	is	carried	out	to	get	the	middle	value,	the	results	can	
be	seen	in	the	following	table	
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Table	5.	Middle	Value	

	
4. Determine	the	fuzzy	set	and	perform	fuzzyfication	on	the	actual	

observed	data.	

5. fuzzification,Perform fuzzification on each historical data based on the fuzzy 
set that has been formed	

 
Table	6	Fuzzification	Value	
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6. Define	 FLR	 and	 FLRG,Because	 FLR	 is	 a	 relationship	 between	 data	
sequences,	then	FLR	can	be	determined	based	on	Table	6	in	the	form	of	
a	fuzzy	set.	

	
Table	7.	Sample	FLR	

	
After	 getting	 the	 FLR	 value,	 the	 FLRG	 value	 will	 then	 be	 determined	
based	 on	 Table	 11.	 FLRG	 itself	 is	 a	 grouping	 of	 FLR	 based	 on	 the	
relationship	between	the	state	transfer	from	the	current	state	to	the	next	
state.. 

Table	8.	FLRG	

	
3.1.2 FTS	Markov	Chain	Modeling	

Inds	ads															the dsads															FTS dsads															Markov dsads															Chain	modeling,	additional	steps	are	used	to	get	more	
accurate	forecasting	results,	so	the	additional	steps	that	will	be	used	are	as	follows.	

1. Determination	of	the	initial	forecast	on	the	FTS-Markovds	ads														Chaindsads															method	
using	previous	data	and	a	transition	probability dsads														matrix.	Thedsads													transitiondsad	s	

probability dsads										matrix dsads										is dsads										based dsads										ondsads										FLRG.	Thedsads										transition	probability	matrix	
for	each	data	has	the	order	of	8	x	8	according	to	the	interval dsads																	obtained	
previously.	The	transition	probability	matrix	for	each	data	can	be dsads														seends	ads	

in	table	9.	
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Table	9.	Probability	Matrix	

	
Based	on	the	probability	values	contained	in	each	transition	probability	
matrix	 in	 table	 9,	 the	 initial	 forecast	 values	 in	 historical	 data	 can	 be	
calculated.	This	calculation	uses dsads												previous dsads											historical ds	ads											data,	so dsads											thedsads												initial	
dforecasting dsads												calculation dsads												starts dsads													from dsads												t	=	2.	For	example,	the	rainfall	data	
for	t	=	2	has	a	value	of	547.5	and	t	=	1	has	a	value	of	395.2	where	in	this	t	
=	1	data	has	FLR	A2	->	A3	which	means	it	transitions	from	A2	to	A3,	so	
the	forecasting	calculation	is	

𝐹2	=	𝑚1𝑝21	+	𝑌2𝑝22	+	𝑚3𝑝23	+	𝑚4𝑝24	+	𝑚5𝑝25	

= (103.1)(0.3) + (395.2)(0.6) + (515.6)(0.1) + (721.9)(0.02) + (928.1) (0.02) 

= 335.9 

Where	is	the	middle	value	of	the	value	of	each	FLRG	class	which dsads													can dsads												be	
seen dsads											in dsads											thedsads											following dsads											table	10:	

Table	10	Table	of	Middle	Value	
	

In the same way, the results of the sample for each data can dsads											be dsads											seen dsads											in 
table dsads											11. 

Table 11 FTS Markov Chain Preliminary Forecasting Results Data 
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2. Completing	Preliminary	Forecasting	Value	Trends,Suppose	 the	 rainfall	
for	t	=	1	based	on	table	14	can	be	seen	that	the	next	state	is	A3	and	the	
current	state	is	A2.	With	s	=	next	state	order	–	current	state	order	=	3	–	2	
=	1,	then	we	get	

	

𝑙	
𝐷𝑡1	=	 (	

	
)	𝑠	=	 (	206	

	
)	1	=	103,1	

2	 2	

So	based	on	the	equation,	the	results	of	the	calculation	of	the	adjustment	
value	of	the	sample	data	are	located	in	table	12.	

Table	12	Adjustment	Value	
	

	

3. Determine	the	final	forecasting	result.	To	solve	the	final	forecasting	
results,	the	following	equation	can	be	used	

	
𝐹′(𝑡)	=	𝐹(𝑡)	±	 𝐷	

	
±	𝐷	 𝑙	 𝑙	=	𝐹(𝑡)	±	 ±	(		𝑣)	

	 	

𝑡1	 𝑡2	 2	 2	
	

This	equation	uses	the	adjustment	value	that	has	been	obtained	in	Step	
2.	For	example,	in	rainfall	data	which	has	an	adjustment	value	of	103.1	
and	an	initial	forecast	value	of	335.9	so	that	

	
𝐹′2	=	𝐹2	±	𝐷𝑡1	=	335,9	+	(103,1)	=	439,0	

	
For	the	final	forecasting	results	the	data	sample	can	be	presented	in	table	
13	

	
Table	13	Final	Forecasting	Sample	Data	
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3.1.3 FTS-Markov	Chain	Model	Testing	
The	test	is	carried	out	using	testing	data,	which	is	25%	of	the	actual	data	from	

the	rainfall	data,	which	amounts	to	36	data.	Using	the	same	determination	as	the	
training	data,	the	following	is	table	14	which	is	a	sample	of	the	forecasting	results	
on	the	test	data.	

Table	14	FTS	Markov	Chain	Forecasting	Results	
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Based	on	the	results	of	the	FTS dsads											Markovdsads												chain dsads											modeling	method,	the	
following	is	a	graph	of	the	results	of	the	FTS dsads											Markovdsads											Chain dsads											forecasting	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Figure	2	Forecasting	Graph	using	FTS	Markov	Chain	
	
3.1.4 Fuzzy dsads												Time dsads												Series dsads												Model	Testing	for	Comparison	

The	 formation	 of	 the	 FTS	 model	 is	 carried	 out	 to	 obtain	 an	 appropriate	
comparison	model.	The	steps	to	get	the	forecast	results	are	the	same	as	Steps	1	to	6	
For	example,	for	rainfall	data	it	has	FLR	from	A2	to	A3	with	FLRG	rainfall	data	from	
A2	 to	 many	 are	 (18)A1,(42)A2,(4)A3	 ,(1)A4,(1)A5,	 then	 the	 calculation	 of	 the	
forecasting	results	is	as	follows:	

𝐹(2)	=	
𝑚1	+	𝑚2	+	𝑚3	+	𝑚4	+	𝑚5	

5	
103,1	+	309,4	+	515,6	+	721,9	+	928,1	

=	 5	
Where	m	is	the	symbol	of	the	mean	value	of	each	FLRG	which	is	used	as	the	forecast	
value.	For	samples	of	test	data	forecasting	results	from	FTS	can	be	seen	in	table	15.	

Table	15	Samples	of	FTS	Forecasting	Data	
	

Grafik Data Testing FTS Markov Chain 
500,0 
400,0 
300,0 
200,0 
100,0 

0,0 

Data Aktual FTS Markov Chain 
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Based on the data in the table, the following is a graph of the actual data with 
FTS forecasting. 

 

 
Figure	3	Forecasting	Graph	using	FTS	

Grafik Data Testing FTS 
800,0 
600,0 
400,0 
200,0 

0,0 

Series1 Series2 
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3.1.5 Error	Calculation	

This	error	calculation	is	dispensed	to	check	the	accuracy	of	the	FTS dsads										- dsads										Markov	
dsadsChain dsadsmodel. dsads	As dsads																				a ds	ads																					comparison dsads																				model, dsads																					the dsads																					FTS dsads																				method dsads																				is dsads																				used. dsads																					Testing		the	
extent	 dsads	of	 dsads	accuracy	 during	 this	 study	 victimisation	 Mean	 Absolute	 share	 Error	
(MAPE).	MAPE	Calculation	Results	is	seen	in	Table	16.	
	

Table	16	Results	of	MAPE	FTS	Markov	Chain	and	FTS	

	
	

In	 table	16	 it	 can	be	seen	 that	 the	FTS-Markov	Chain	method	has	a	 smaller	
MAPE	value	than	the	FTS	method.	This	can	be	seen	in	the	rainfall	data	which	has	a	
MAPE	FTS-Markov	Chain	value	of	1.6%	compared	to	the	MAPE	FTS	of	7.4%.	Thus	
the	FTS-Markov	Chain	model	is	better	than	the	FTS	model	in	predicting	rainfall	in	
the	South	Kalimantan	area	because	it	has	a	MAPE	value	of	1.6%	and	an	accuracy	rate	
of	98.4%.	

	
3.2 Discussion	

In	this	study,	the	data	used	is	data	that	has	been	processed	by	the	Central	
Static	Agency.	The	amount	of	data	in	this	research	is	144	data	based	on	monthly	data	
from	2003	-	2014	that	will	be	divided	into	training	data	by	75%	starting	in	January	
2003	 to	 December	 2011	 and	 testing	 data	 by	 25%	 starting	 in	 January	 2012	 to	
December	2014.	The	data	is	divided	into	75%	and	25%	due	to	the	training	methods	
used,	namely	FTS	and	FTS dsads									Markovdsads									chain	and	to	see	the	performance	of	each	method	
used.	In	January	2012	there	was	a	decrease	in	rainfall	from	the	same	month	but	in	a	
different	year	that	is	January	2011	so	the	testing	data	was	taken	in	January	2012.	
Thedsads													results dsads													showedds	ads														thatds	ads													markovdsads													chain's	FTS	method	was	more	accurate	with	an	
error	rate	of	1.6%	and	an	accuracy	score	of	98.4%	compared	to	FTS	with	an	error	
rate	of	7.4%	and	an	accuracy	value	of	92.6%.	

The	distance	of		the		comparison		of		MAPE		between		FTS		and		FTS dsads																		Markov dsads	

chain dsads																			is dsads																			caused	by		actual		data		processed	has		a		value		that		experienced		a		drastic	
increase	and	decrease.	And	in	november	2007	data	has	a	considerable	influence	as	
the	data	that	has	the	highest	value	of	1641.9.	With	the	high	value	of	the	data,	it	will	
have	a	huge	effect	on	the	FTS	method	that	only	uses	the	middle	value	as	the	overall	
result	 of	 the	 data	 usage	 for	 the	 method.	 As	 for	 fuzzy	 time	 Markov	 chain	 uses	
probability	matrix.	To	determine	the	final	forecasting	value	is	used	the	value	of	each	
actual	data	and	the	adjustment	value	of	 the	 initial	 forecasting.	So	that	results	are	
closer	to	the	actual	value.	
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1. Conclusion	
From	the	description	that	has	been	discussed	in	the	previous	chapter,	it dsads													can	

dsbedsads													concludedds	ads														thatdsads														theds	ads														FTS dsads													markovdsads														chain dsads													method	in	South	Kalimantan	Regional	
Rainfall	data	for	the	period	2003	to	2014	obtained	an	error	value	of	1.6%	so	that	it	
obtained	an	accuracy	result	of	98.4%	and	the	method	FTS	which	produces	an	error	
value	of	7.4%	to	obtain	an	accuracy	of	92.6%.	From	the	results	of	the	accuracy	values	
of	the	two	methods,	it dsads										can dsads										bedsads										seen	that	the	FTS	Markov	Chain	method	is	better	than	
the	FTS	accuracy	level.	
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